DISABLED WASHROOM PANIC ALARM

All public buildings are now required by law to provide facilities for people with disabilities. Our Disabled Toilet Alarms can operate as separate 'stand alone' systems or can be integrated into a BAS patient management system.

EMERGENCY CALL

The panic call wall unit can be fitted to toilets and baby changing rooms where patients may be at risk.

This ultra thin EMERGENCY CALL unit fits standard BS conduit box or simply screwed on the wall and has “EMERGENCY CALL” wording on it. It is safe to install in the toilet compartment as is of concealed magnetic switching waterproof and operate at a safety low supply operating voltage.

STROBE LIGHT & SIREN

The Audio and Visual signal STROBE LIGHT embedded SIREN unit located outside usually above the door is easily seen and heard, with the blue strobe light and siren distinct from fire alarms. The unit clearly indicates where help is required.

The RESET button is located at the side of the Strobe light. The mounting height will not cause the system to be resettled accidentally; An Assisting pole will be able to do the resetting within seconds.

If desired, another call alarm unit may be sited remotely. Best of all, a Central Monitor may be used to monitor many toilets at the same time, from a care taker office or guard room, ensuring that assistance is timely by someone capable of responding professionally to an emergency.